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La donna nella società moderna
1902

questo volume che inaugura la pubblicazione in formato elettronico delle opere complete di bruno leoni include
tutte le 408 recensioni scritte per la rivista il politico nel corso di un decennio 1950 1959 a sorprendere non è
soltanto l elevato numero di recensioni ma anche la diversità degli argomenti trattati dalla psichiatria all arte
dalla religione alla letteratura dall archeologia alle civiltà orientali dalla storia all architettura oltre
naturalmente alla politica all economia e al diritto si tratta di un testo utile per due motivi in particolare da
un lato per capire meglio il pensiero di leoni poiché in queste recensioni i suoi riferimenti culturali vengono
esplicitati e si chiarisce bene quale fosse la sua concezione della politica della filosofia e della società dall
altro esso consente di farsi un idea sugli argomenti di cui non si discuteva in italia negli anni cinquanta il
politico fondato dallo stesso leoni nel 1950 fu infatti un mirabile tentativo di innovare la cultura italiana e in
queste recensioni che sono per la maggior parte di libri stranieri l autore suggerisce traduzioni e propone idee e
argomenti in italia allora poco conosciuti o spesso conosciuti male le recensioni non sono mai banali e anzi vi
emerge con chiarezza quali siano le valutazioni le idee e in generale il pensiero di leoni fare esplorazioni in
campi così diversi e saperne trarre vantaggio nell elaborazione di idee nel proprio settore di ricerca richiede
indubbiamente un intelligenza e una cultura fuori dall ordinario ma questo era il suo approccio metodologico le
scienze umane gli apparivano intimamente connesse e solo da una loro trattazione comune era convinto di poter
trovare la soluzione ai problemi sociali

Mass media e controllo sociale nella società di massa
1854

this book presents an up to date portrait of the characteristics of sport clubs in various european countries and
their role in society and the national sport system furthermore it offers a cross national comparative perspective
of sport clubs in twenty european countries containing both empirical data and information on the political and
historical backgrounds of sport clubs the book is organized in three parts first the authors provide an overview
of the theoretical approach of the book and a description of the framework used for the country chapters second
the country chapters written by experts within the field provide a systematic overview of the available
information on sport clubs in each country these chapters are structured to answer the following questions 1 what
is the position of sport clubs within the national sport structure 2 which role do they fulfil in policy and
society 3 what are their basic characteristics and what factors influence the development of sport clubs the book
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is concluded with a systematic comparison of the participating countries with the purpose of forging a clear link
between the functioning of policy systems observed problems and possible solutions and with a future research
agenda on sport clubs in an era of increased collaboration between european states sport provides a natural
vehicle through which to compare changes in culture economics and policy across nations sport clubs in europe will
appeal to scholars of nonprofit management sports management and sports sociology as well as administrators and
policy makers in the international sports community

Esame critico degli ordini rappresentativi nella società moderna
1982

the first comprehensive study on the role of italian fashion and italian literature this book analyzes clothing
and fashion as described and represented in literary texts and costume books in the italy of the 16th and 17th
centuries writing fashion in early modern italy emphasizes the centrality of italian literature and culture for
understanding modern theories of fashion and gauging its impact in the shaping of codes of civility and taste in
europe and the west using literature to uncover what has been called the animatedness of clothing author eugenia
paulicelli explores the political meanings that clothing produces in public space at the core of the book is the
idea that the texts examined here act as maps that first pinpoint the establishment of fashion as a social
institution of modernity and second gauge the meaning of clothing at a personal and a political level as well as
castiglione s the book of the courtier and cesare vecellio s the clothing of the renaissance world the author
looks at works by italian writers whose books are not yet available in english translation such as those by
giacomo franco arcangela tarabotti and agostino lampugnani paying particular attention to literature and the
relevance of clothing in the shaping of codes of civility and style this volume complements the existing and
important works on italian fashion and material culture in the renaissance it makes the case for the centrality of
italian literature and the interconnectedness of texts from a variety of genres for an understanding of the
history of italian style and serves to contextualize the debate on dress in other european literatures

Le Classi nella società moderna
1918

this work includes international secondary literature on anti semitism published throughout the world from the
earliest times to the present it lists books dissertations and articles from periodicals and collections from a
diverse range of disciplines written accounts are included among the recorded titles as are manifestations of anti
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semitism in the visual arts e g painting caricatures or film action taken against jews and judaism by
discriminating judiciaries pogroms massacres and the systematic extermination during the nazi period the
bibliography also covers works dealing with philo semitism or jewish reactions to anti semitism and jewish self
hate an informative abstract in english is provided for each entry and hebrew titles are provided with english
translations

La donna nella società moderna
2003

il volume si occupa dell istituto dell amministrazione di sostegno nuova disciplina introdotta nel codice civile
con la legge n 6 del 2004 che ha istituito una nuova figura quella dell amministratore di sostegno appunto accanto
agli altri istituti a tutela delle persone incapaci interdizione inabilitazione incapacità naturale secondo quanto
previsto dalla legge di riforma infatti tutti i soggetti che a causa di una infermità o di una menomazione fisica
o psichica si trovino nell impossibilità anche parziale o temporanea di provvedere ai propri interessi possono ora
essere assistiti da un amministratore di sostegno appositamente nominato dal giudice sono affrontati tenendo conto
della recente normativa e della giurisprudenza formatasi in materia tutti gli aspetti caratterizzanti questo
rivoluzionario istituto a partire dal procedimento di nomina ad amministratore per giungere agli effetti alla
responsabilità fino alle possibili interferenze con altri istituti di diritto privato struttura parte i l
amministrazione di sostegno parte ii procedimento per la nomina dell amministratore di sostegno parte iii effetti
dell amministrazione parte iv cessazione dell amministrazione parte v vigilanza sull amministratore parte vi
responsabilità dell amministratore di sostegno parte vii possibili interferenze tra la carica di amministratore e
gli altri istituti a tutela degli incapaci interdizione inabilitazione parte viii interventi alternativi all
amministrazione di sostegno parte ix grandi questioni il volume ricalca la struttura tipica del trattato teorico
pratico di diritto privato diretto da guido alpa e salvatore patti come è proprio di volumi del trattato anche
questo si chiude con una parte dedicata interamente alle grandi questioni all interno è possibile trovare una
selezione di casi che rappresentano una summa delle questioni di maggiore interesse selezionate dall autore
accompagnate da una soluzione data tenendo conto della normativa in materia e dalla più recente giurisprudenza

Il disegno. L'architettura del moderno. Dalla rivoluzione industriale a
oggi. Per il triennio
2013-05-27
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l impatto del diritto dell unione europea sugli stati membri si concretizza in misura determinante tramite regole
e principi dettati dalla corte di giustizia e destinati a essere applicati dai giudici nazionali il buon
funzionamento del complesso sistema derivante dall interazione tra l ordinamento dell unione e i singoli stati
membri presuppone pertanto un rapporto costruttivo tra la corte di giustizia e le corti nazionali muovendo da tale
premessa il volume affronta le problematiche inerenti al dialogo tra tutte le corti nazionali di merito supreme
costituzionali e la corte di giustizia a tal fine sono stati chiamati a esprimersi prima di tutto gli stessi
giudici che ne sono protagonisti a questi ultimi è stato chiesto di illustrare a partire dalla propria esperienza
le difficoltà di comunicazione in senso ampio riscontrate nel dialogo con la corte di giustizia alla voce dei
giudici si aggiunge quindi quella dei professori specializzati nel diritto comparato ed europeo

Opere complete: XI: Recensioni di libri (1950-1959)
1989

traditional europe had high levels of violence and of alcohol consumption both higher than they are in modern
western societies where studies demonstrate a link between violence and alcohol a lynn martin uses an
anthropological approach to examine drinking drinking establishments violence and disorder and compares the wine
producing south with the beer drinking north and catholic france and italy with protestant england and explores
whether alcohol consumption can also explain the violence and disorder of traditional europe both catholic and
protestant moralists believed in the link and they condemned drunkenness and drinking establishments for causing
violence and disorder they did not advocate complete abstinence however for alcoholic beverages had an important
role in most people s diets less appreciated by the moralists was alcohol s function as the ubiquitous social
lubricant and the increasing importance of alehouses and taverns as centers of popular recreation the study
utilizes both quantitative and qualitative evidence from a wide variety of sources to question the beliefs of the
moralists and the assumptions of modern scholars about the role of alcohol and drinking establishments in causing
violence and disorder it ends by analyzing the often conflicting regulations of local regional and national
governments that attempted to ensure that their citizens had a reliable supply of good drink at a reasonable cost
but also to control who drank what where when and how no other comparable book examines the relationship of
alcohol to violence and disorder during this period

L'infanzia nella società moderna
2016-12-08
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ethics and economics is divided in two parts in the first one italian and french catholic thinkers are analysed by
well known scholars with basic reference to the economic view of their work in the second part the economic
environment is described and proposals based on the social catholic thought for the solution of the most diffused
economic problems are given the book therefore furnishes an alternative approach to the orthodox economic analysis
and for this reason it may be a useful tool for researchers who wish to compare their theoretical approach with a
less conventional one and for scholars who want to examine closely alternative views to the traditional economic
models and paradigm

Sport Clubs in Europe
2008-01-01

corporate management in a knowledge based economy traces the evolution of corporate governance over time with a
particular focus on the changing nature of power the control of scarce resources used in production materials
labour and capital has evolved considerably over the past centuries with government landowners non owner managers
and institutional investors acting as controlling powers at different points in time in order to appropriately
protect the various and changing stakeholders the system of corporate governance has also developed over the years
a process that continues to the present in today s knowledge based economy with the rising importance of
intangible assets a new corporate management paradigm is needed this book incorporates theoretical work as well as
practical applications to analyse these developments and explore emerging trends of the 21st century it examines
how the pursuit of profit maximization has resulted in governance failures and it focuses on the prospective role
of business ethics once again in the spotlight following the credit crisis in helping reform flawed governance
structures it argues that in the long term a system based on ethics can maximize social responsibility customer
satisfaction human capital development and economic targets

Discipline Filosofiche (2008-1)
1967

does european regulatory private law offer a genuine model of justice for society beyond its initial libertarian
focus on economic integration through the market citizen might it now serve the social inclusion of the vulnerable
in the wake of hans micklitz s inspired and relentless pursuit of meaning within the ongoing constitutionalization
of private law relationships this rich collection explores the implications of new specifically european forms of
access rights which ensure horizontally and vertically enforceable and non discriminatory opportunity for market
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participation horatia muir watt columbia law school us this insightful book with contributions from leading
international scholars examines the european model of social justice in private law that has developed over the
20th century the first set of articles is devoted to the relationship between corrective commutative procedural
and social justice more particularly the role and function of commutative justice in contrast to social justice
the second section brings together scholars who discuss the relationship between constitutional order the values
enshrined in the constitutional order and the impact of constitutional values on private law relations the third
section focuses on the impact of socio economic developments within the eu and within selected member states on
the proprietary order of the eu on the role and function of the emerging welfare state and the judiciary as well
as on nation state specific patterns of social justice the final section tests the hypothesis to what extent
patterns of social justice are context related and differ in between labour consumer and competition law the many
concepts of social justice in european private law will prove to be of great interest to academics of law as well
as to private lawyers and european policymakers

Il Sindacato nella società moderna
2016-02-17

cultural and social groups whose outlines are difficult to identify are often considered invisible occasionally
material remains compensate for the absence of historiographical records or literary sources concerning these
groups sometimes communities or individuals mentioned in literary sources do not appear to have left material
signs of their presence on the other hand there are groups or individuals whose existence has to be assumed in
every historical period even though they are invisible in both historiography and archaeology before trying to
understand the lifestyle and historical agency of these invisible cultures it is necessary to highlight the
reasons why the memory of certain marginalized individuals or socio cultural units disappeared or was obliterated
in material culture and in literary sources the postgraduate conference invisible cultures historical and
archaeological perspectives brought together young scholars from various backgrounds and research interests to
discuss these issues this volume presents the results of this debate through a series of selected papers from
various interdisciplinary perspectives which analyse a variety of case studies leading to the identification of
new theoretical and methodological perspectives aimed at returning voice and presence to the invisibles of history

Writing Fashion in Early Modern Italy
1970
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knjiga vsebuje šest poglavij ki z različnih vidikov predstavljajo dosežke evropskih ustvarjalk pionirk na področju
arhitekture gradbeništva notranjega in industrijskega oblikovanja ter umetne obrti ki so ustvarjale v obdobju od
1918 do 1945 poglavje crossing geographies obravnava pomen migrantk in migracij za globalno širjenje modernizma in
pojava avantgardnih umetnostnih gibanj pioneers and organisations predstavlja nekatere pionirke in njihovo
vključevanje v stanovske organizacije the home govori o položaju žensk med obema vojnama in načinih kako so
skušale preseči družbene omejitve preko notranjega oblikovanja representation je posvečen zastopanosti in
obravnavi ustvarjalk v publicistiki cases from ireland to finland prinaša primere uveljavitve ustvarjalk v
izrazito moških poklicih examining drawings as practices of architectural design pa z novimi metodološkimi
pristopi prinaša vpogled v arhitekturne projekte žensk osnova knjige so prispevki predstavljeni na prvi mednarodni
momowo konferenci septembra 2015 na univerzi v leidnu njen namen pa je strokovni in širši javnosti predstaviti
pomemben del anonimne in zamolčane evropske kulturne dediščine

La grande impresa nella societa' moderna
2023

since its launch in 1987 the history of cartography series has garnered critical acclaim and sparked a new
generation of interdisciplinary scholarship cartography in the european enlightenment the highly anticipated
fourth volume offers a comprehensive overview of the cartographic practices of europeans russians and the ottomans
both at home and in overseas territories from 1650 to 1800 the social and intellectual changes that swept
enlightenment europe also transformed many of its mapmaking practices a new emphasis on geometric principles gave
rise to improved tools for measuring and mapping the world even as large scale cartographic projects became
possible under the aegis of powerful states yet older mapping practices persisted enlightenment cartography
encompassed a wide variety of processes for making circulating and using maps of different types the volume s more
than four hundred encyclopedic articles explore the era s mapping covering topics both detailed such as geodetic
surveying thematic mapping and map collecting and broad such as women and cartography cartography and the economy
and the art and design of maps copious bibliographical references and nearly one thousand full color illustrations
complement the detailed entries

Famiglia ed educazione nella società moderna
2010

this intellectual biography provides an organic framework for understanding antonio gramsci s process of
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intellectual development paying close attention to the historical and intellectual contexts out of which his views
emerged the gramsci in notebooks cannot fully account for the young director of l ordine nuovo or for the
communist leader gramsci s development did not occur under conditions of intellectual inflexibility of absence of
evolution however there is a strong thread connecting the political gramsci with gramsci as a cultivated man the
sardinian intellectual s life is marked by the drama of world war i the first mass conflict in which the great
scientific discoveries of the previous decades were applied on a large scale and in which millions of peasants and
workers were slaughtered in all of his theoretical formulations this dual relation which epitomizes the
instrumental use of simpletons by ruling classes goes beyond the military context of the trenches and becomes full
fledged in the fundamental relations of modern capitalist society in contrast with this notion of social hierarchy
which is deemed natural and unchangeable gramsci constantly affirmed the need to overcome the historically
determined rupture between intellectual and manual functions due to which the existence of a priesthood or of a
separate caste of specialists in politics and in knowledge is made necessary it is not the specific professional
activity whether material or immaterial that determines the essence of human nature to gramsci all men are
philosophers in this passage from notebooks we find the condensed form of his idea of human emancipation which is
the historical need for an intellectual and moral reform the subversion of traditional relations between rulers
and ruled and the end of exploitation of man by man

Il conflitto nella società moderna
2013-02-18

this edited volume arose from an international workshop convened in 2006 by feldman and turda with tudor georgescu
supported by routledge and the universities of oxford brookes northampton and ceu budapest as the field of fascist
studies continues to integrate more fully into pan european studies of the twentieth century and given the
increasing importance of secular political religion as a taxonomic tool for understanding such revolutionary
movements this collection of essays considers the intersection between institutional christian faiths theology and
congregations on the one hand and fascist ideology on the other in light of recent debates concerning the
intersecting secularisation of religion and usually christian based the sacralisation of politics clerical fascism
in interwar europe approaches such conundrums from an alternative perspective how in europe between the wars did
christian clergy laity and institutions respond to the rise of national fascist movements in doing so this volume
provides case studies from the vast majority of european countries with analyses that are both original in intent
and comprehensive in scope in dealing with the relationship of various interwar fascist movements and their
respective national religious institutions this edited collection promises to significantly contribute to relevant
academic historiographies and as such will appeal to a wide readership this book was previously published as a
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special issue of totalitarian movements and political religions

1999
2010-06-28

dance human rights and social justice dignity in motion presents a wide ranging compilation of essays spanning
more than 15 countries organized in four parts the articles examine the regulation and exploitation of dancers and
dance activity by government and authoritative groups including abusive treatment of dancers within the dance
profession choreography involving human rights as a central theme the engagement of dance as a means of healing
victims of human rights abuses and national and local social political movements in which dance plays a powerful
role in helping people fight oppression these groundbreaking papers both detailed scholarship and riveting
personal accounts encompass a broad spectrum of issues from slavery and the holocaust to the bosnian and rwandan
genocides to the israeli palestinian conflict from first amendment cases and the aids epidemic to discrimination
resulting from age gender race and disability a range of academics choreographers dancers and dance movement
therapists draw connections between refugee camp courtroom theater rehearsal studio and university classroom

L’amministrazione di sostegno
2004

why do gods persist in contemporary society religious revival and vitality all over the world contradict the
vision of continuing declining of belief this linear process of eclipse of the sacred in modern society has been
proved wrong religion indeed is an expert system competent in ultimate meanings of human being and social order
enzo pace argues that religion persists as a symbol because of its intrinsic power of communication in its will to
wield the power to dominate the event of death and to build a bridge between the visible and the invisible the
crucial passage from living word to holy scripture is a fundamental device in the construction of a system of
religious belief this book provides an insight on a new approach to religious studies drawing from systems theory
to consider religion as a means of communication and offering a critical alternative to the secularization theory
to explain why religion persists in modernity
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Storia della storiografia
2021-01-14

National Judges and the Case Law of the Court of Justice of the European
Union
2009-09-24

Alcohol, Violence, and Disorder in Traditional Europe
2012-12-06

Ethics and Economics
1891

Come Fu Fatta L'Italia
2012

Il patrimonio culturale intangibile nelle sue diverse dimensioni
1881
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Good Behavior ...
2014

Veganesimo e famiglia
2011-10-26

Corporate Management in a Knowledge-Based Economy
2011-11-01

The Many Concepts of Social Justice in European Private Law
2015-10-05

Invisible Cultures
1975

L'uomo nella società moderna. Per gli Ist. Professionali
2008

La guerra nella società moderna
2017-09-01
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MoMoWo. Women designers, craftswomen, architects and engineers between 1918
and 1945
2020-05-15

The History of Cartography, Volume 4
2022-10-31

Antonio Gramsci
1995

Il diritto nella società moderna
2012-10-25

Human Resource Management
2002

Economics of Art Auctions
2013-10-31
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Clerical Fascism in Interwar Europe
2008

Dance, Human Rights, and Social Justice
2016-04-08

Religion as Communication
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